Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Who wears this hat?

What belongs here?

Match before and after.
Match us with our vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match me with my vehicle.

What tools do I use?

Where do you see it?
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with object.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with object.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with objects.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

- Scissors
- Eraser
- Marker

Match activity with objects.

- Eating
- Drinking milk
- Jumping rope
- Brushing teeth

Match things that go together.

- Baseball bat
- Baseball
- Paint
- Paintbrush
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with object.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with objects.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with objects.

Match things that go together.
Match the whole with the part.

Match activity with object.

Match things that go together.